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ALAN SOLDOFSKY 
Three Poems 
POPLAR CATKINS 
A wiry stem jointed 
in the middle, and half 
the way up another joint 
where a branch begins, even thinner, 
subdividing into clusters of catkins, 
their heads bent. Their tiny, succulent spikes 
sporting pollen. The dry grains 
fall upon my fingertips, 
my lips almost sticky from them. 
And in the topmost places 
white threads radiate, like the hair 
on a boy's cheek, ready 
to catch the sea breeze 
that makes the stalk shake and tremble; 
all that frail fury dried out 
in the fields of late afternoon heat. 
The heads so heavy they lull back, 
overfilled with a dead 
sweetness, the after-odor of flowers, 
flakes of seeds, dark swords of fruit 
thinner than pen points. 
The stem, a green whip that could 
be woven into a wand of flame. 
It says how our names would perish: 
Marie, Ida, Russell, Naomi. Kept alive 
by us; monotones of flesh, 
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memorized. We drop our seeds 
each season, fields of us 
flourishing as dust that 
drifts down the coastline of heaven. 
STARRY NIGHT 
A great river swirls in the skies 
above Aries. Vincent loved its whirlpools 
and eddies, its blazing spheres and milky 
streams. It is as if the day of judgment 
were upon us, the curtain torn open, 
every secret revealed. As if the beauty we give 
ourselves up to had long before degraded him. 
Impossible to stand close 
without it scorching the skin. 
How many of us truly want love 
to tear us open, to bum its triumphant 
thumbprint into our foreheads? The villagers 
have put candles in their windows 
for protection. Theirs is a dim heaven, 
monumental and consumed. The hills sway, 
an almost undetectable rhythm, a wave 
pulsing in the earth, lapping 
a moonlit field. The cypress 
in the foreground smolders, a ruin of flame 
beyond which the delirious wheels of Blake 
and Ezekiel spin above the distant, gray 
needle of the village church steeple. 
FIRST DAY 
Hand in hand, we go across the grounds 
until under 8:30's hard brilliance 
we stand-father, mother, younger 
son-in a knot, talking with others 
who've come like us out of the sheen 
of summer. The children, spying 
playmates on the playground, look past 
the perishable faces of their parents. 
The ball field has turned brown, 
the spiky grass in clumps, the dirt 
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